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 exe and try to put it all together before the clock runs out. . . We're working on a Windows .exe version, too. The game is still
under active development, we're always listening to the feedback and giving input to improve the game. We're also working on
a mac .dmg version. Universe — Great Sci-Fi Strategy game Universe is a scifi strategy game with an epic scope of storylines

and challenging core gameplay. You are in control of your own starship, with the hope to become the best trader and eventually
the leader of the universe. . . The game is already playable on most computers. We're currently working on a mac .dmg version.
GOTHICPAPER — An old-school Hack'n'Slash Horror themed Game. GothicPaper is a hack'n'slash game set in a dark world
full of monsters. . . The game is still a work in progress and we're constantly working on the gameplay to make it more fun for
the players. Our goal is to create a scary, dark, old-school game that really sticks out. iOS Strategy Solaris — Espionage Game
Solaris is a spy puzzle game in a Sci-Fi Universe. By using your technological knowledge and wits, you will have to infiltrate an
enemy base and retrieve a certain device. If you succeed you will obtain your goal and enjoy the ending! .dmg Knights of Exile
— Medieval Strategy Knights of Exile is a fast paced medieval strategy game. The game combines resource management and

real-time battles that are bound together in a tough, yet beautiful and immersive experience. .exe GothicPaper — Horror Game
GothicPaper is a survival horror game set in a dark world full of monsters. . . The game is still a work in progress and we're

constantly working on the gameplay to make it more fun for the players. Our goal is to create a scary, dark, old-school game that
really sticks out. Android WarCraft WarCraft: Extended Edition — A remake of the classic real-time strategy game. The game

is currently on the Alpha stage and is in constant development. . . Real-Time Multiplayer Triple Wars — Multi- 82157476af
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